The phenomenon of crossing the forbidden zone is unavoidable and wasteful when scheduling the hydro units. In this paper, the effect of crossing the forbidden zone is taken into account using the strategic offering model to help the price-maker hydro producers (PMHPs) devise more economic offering strategies in this paper. This effect is economically quantified and formulated in the form of the mixed integer linear program (MILP) with the use of the big M method and the piecewise linear technique. Therefore, the effect of crossing the forbidden zone therefore can easily be incorporated into the strategic offering model. Based on the residual demand curve (RDC) scenarios, the strategic offering model, which consists of offering and self-scheduling models, is established according to the real-world data from the Three Gorges Project (TGP). The whole optimization model is then converted into the form of MILP formulations by properly discretizing the net head. A test case based on the TGP is presented, in which the strategic offering model is set as a comparable test while ignoring the effect of crossing the forbidden zone. The results provide insight on the offering strategy and physical system operations during a single day. The outcomes indicate that the model that incorporates the effect of crossing the forbidden zone will effectively prevent the crossing phenomenon from happening and that the proposed strategic offering model is more useful for assisting a PMHP in developing profitable offering strategy.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the deregulation of the electricity industry in China, dominant hydro plants, such as the Three Gorges Project (TGP), will act as price-makers due to their undeniable market power. A price-maker hydro producer (PMHP) is capable of strategically managing its cheap and flexible hydro resources in the short-term, so as to alter market prices and maximize profit by devising offering strategies. However, the hydro unit performances and water constraints are not included in the market clearing process in China. Therefore, the structure of the cost and operating constraint data that the market accepts in an offer may not fully capture the capabilities of a PMHP. The accepted offers may not be feasible because they cannot be achieved by the operation of the physical system. To ensure that the accepted offers are feasible, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jenny Mahoney. the self-scheduling of the hydro units in terms of unit and water constraints must be included in the process of devising the offering. In addition, optimized management of the available water should be simultaneously considered. In China, the recent market rules request that the PMHPs should submit piecewise offering curves for competition. Some potential problems of PMHPs include How to determine the number of segments of the submitted offer curve and how the offer quantity and price for each segment can maximize economic profits while optimally self-schedule units, are problematic issues faced by the PMHPs. This paper focus on customizing the short-term offering strategy of one PMHP, which is called the strategic offering problem.
When coping with the strategic offering problem, the offering problem and the unit self-scheduling problem are intimately connected [1] , [2] . The unit self-scheduling determines the optimal power outputs of the PMHP's hydro units and is crucial to defining the market involvement. The unique operational characteristics of hydro plants complicate the strategic offering problem. First, reservoirs allow the PMHP to economically transfer energy/water between periods while satisfying the constraints for managing the water, including constraints for the upstream water level and downstream transport. Second, the output function of a hydro unit is nonlinearly expressed by the turbine outflows and the net head. The feasible operation regions are disconnected by the forbidden zones, which are regions where unit output is required to permanently avoid. The intense vibrations when operating within the forbidden zones will seriously damage the hydro equipment and greatly lower the serving life. Finally, the major operational costs of hydro units are incurred by the startup and shutdown [3] since the generation cost is very low. Notably, the operation position or the power output of a hydro unit keeps moving and probably crosses the forbidden zone during the scheduled time. The inherent character of fast ramping ability of the hydro unit gives priority to the PMHP for supplying the volatile load demand. Thus, the operation positions in successive periods may be quite different and the phenomenon of crossing the forbidden zone would occur frequently. For a profit-chasing PMHP, the economic losses of crossing the forbidden zones are considerable in the long run since the vibration amplitude of crossing the forbidden zone is nearly equivalent to that of startup and shutdown. All of these factors make it hard to resolve the strategic offering problem.
Many researchers have studied the strategic offering problem. Accurate modeling of the hydro unit performance is crucial for solving the self-scheduling problem economically. According to the real-world data from the TGP, the unit characteristics are precisely depicted in [4] and then heuristic algorithms are used to solve the self-scheduling problem. Nevertheless, convergence and numerical problems are difficult to be handled when heuristic algorithms are employed. The mixed integer linear programming (MILP) is adopted in [5] , [6] to resolve the self-scheduling problem of the TGP, and the nonlinear unit performance is replaced with piecewise linear formulations. Although the accuracy of the unit performance model is slightly less, the calculation burden is significantly eased. The MILP is admittedly superior to heuristic methods. However, the market competition is not included in these researches.
The market competition model is crucial for devising offering strategies. The market equilibrium theory provides the interaction among market participants' offering strategies. Frequently-used market equilibrium models include Cournot competition [7] , [8] , conjectural variation approaches [9] , [10] , Stacklberg competition [11] , and supply function equilibria [12] . Expanded equilibrium conceptions are also employed in the PMHP's offering problem, such as Bayesian and robust Nash equilibria [13] . The authors in [14] assumes that the PMHPs submit linear supply functions to the market operator and defines the intercept of the supply function as the decision variable to be optimized during the strategic bidding process. The researchers in [13] , [15] focus on the market equilibrium by investigating the bidding behaviors; however, the methodology can't support hydro producers to devising practical offering strategies. The computational task is difficult and the market equilibrium is hard to be determined or even nonexistent. In addition, the equilibriumbased models will enhance the computational burden when they are adopted for short-term offering strategies, since the self-scheduling problem is incorporated. The model based on the residual demand curve (RDC) provides computational tractability and enables the detailed modelling of the physical generation and system operation, which is suitable for devising short-term offering strategies for the PMHP. The MILP price-maker formulations based on the RDC are incorporated in [16] - [20] and tightly integrates the offering problem and the self-scheduling problem. An RDC-based stochastic bi-level program for strategic bidding of a hydropower producer is proposed in [21] , in which the unit performances are simplified. On the other hand, to better represent the market competition, a massive amount of RDC scenarios are inevitable, which will cause the curse of dimensionality. In related researches, it is assumed that the RDCs are known and only a few RDC scenarios are picked for theoretical investigation. An efficient RDC scenario reduction technique is necessary.
In the existing literatures, the economic effects of crossing the forbidden zone are disregarded in these researches although the economic profit maximization is the main objective of the strategic offering model. As mentioned previously, the economic loss of crossing the forbidden zone is unavoidable and cannot be neglected when customizing a profit-maximized offering strategy for a PMHP. It is difficult to consider the loss resulting from crossing the forbidden zone in the objective function since it may cause nonlinearity in the current MILP model of the strategic offering problem. Modeling the crossing effect should build the connection between the continuous variables (unit output) and the discrete variables that indicate the crossing times. The relative constraints of crossing the forbidden zone are naturally temporal coupling, since the essential condition for the crossing phenomenon is that the unit operational positions in two successive time periods located in different the feasible regions are disconnected by the forbidden zone. Additionally, the equivalent economic loss for crossing the forbidden zone needs to be quantified in order to explicitly take this effect on the strategic offering model into account.
To address these problems, the strategic offering model is reformulated as a MILP model considering the effect of crossing the forbidden zone, and using real-world data from the TGP. The economic loss of crossing the forbidden zone is explicitly modelled in the objective function by using the big M method and the piecewise linear technique. The unit performances and the reservoir properties are mathematically described with the appropriate discretization of the net head effect. In addition, the water level requirement for transport is also included in the strategic offering model. To handle the massive amount of RDC scenarios, a characterization method for the RDC based on economic significances is utilized in this paper, to effectively improve the scenario reduction using the fast forward selection method. By resolving the established MILP model with the use of CPLEX, the optimal offering strategies in a short-term market are developed as well as the self-scheduling plan, considering the effect of crossing the forbidden zone.
The paper is structured as follows. The general strategic offering model for a PMHP, comprising the offering model and the self-scheduling model, is established in Section II. The effect of crossing the forbidden zone is investigated and modelled in Section III. The MILP formulation of the strategic offering model considering the effect of crossing the forbidden zone and the RDC scenario reduction are illustrated in Section IV. The proposed formulation is testified with the real-world data from the TGP in Section V. The conclusion is provided in Section VI.
II. STRATEGIC OFFERING MODEL
In the short-term market, the offering problem and the selfscheduling problem are closely related. When deriving an optimal offering strategy, the collaboration of the offering model and the self-scheduling model is critical. In other words, the PMHP devises an offering strategy that aims to achieve the optimal self-scheduling. The total accepted energy and price are determined by the offering strategy and the market clearing procedure. Based on the cleared results, the best arrangement of unit operation and water usage can be obtained by the self-scheduling. The strategic offering model is the integration of the offering model and the selfscheduling model.
A. OFFERING MODEL
The offering model is built to find the optimal bidding strategy of a PMHP. This model suggests the best profit that a PMHP can obtain in the market competition. The interaction of the PMHP with other market participants is modelled by the RDCs in this paper since the RDCs can embody the effects of market competition and provide all of information about the market rules. The major advantage of this method is its computational tractability, which enables the realistic modelling of the physical generation and system operations [22] . In addition, the best offering strategy can be easily derived from the RDC-based model.
The following description is from the viewpoint of PMHP m. The RDC of PMHP m at a given time period t represents the market clearing price λ t as a monotonically nonincreasing function of the total accepted quantity q m,t [23] , which is a stepwise curve due to the stepwise nature of the offering curves. The stepwise approximation can be represented by linear constraints set by using binary variables that define the active step. The total accepted quantity q m,t is provided by all the hydro units owned by the PMHP m. From a graphical viewpoint, the RDC is the mirror image of the aggregation of the competitors' offering curves with respect to the perpendicular bisector of the interval from zero to the total demand D t , as shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . The RDC can be formulated by simulating the market or forecasting techniques [19] . It is assumed that the RDCs in this paper are known, similar to [16] .
The representations for the short-term market based on the theory of RDCs are listed as follows:
where q m,t is the amount of energy that the PMHP is allowed to sell at period t, which depends on the clearing price λ t . R m,t is the residual demand faced by PMHP m at period t. D t is the overall demand and S −m,t denotes for the aggregate offers of the rest of the producers. Conversely, the market clearing price λ t can be expressed as a function of the accepted energy quantity q m,t :
Based on the idea of RDC and relative market representations, the optimal offering model of the PMHP m can be formulated in (3)- (5) . When participating in the market, all of the hydro units belonging to the PMHP m are regarded as one player.
where C m,t means the total operational costs of PMHP m for producing q m,t . p t,i refers to the energy output of unit i at period t, belonging to the PMHP m. is the collection of all of the RDC scenarios. PR ω represents the probability of scenario ω. The set of constraints (4) restricts every hydro unit operating in its feasible zones. Constraint (5) indicates that the amount of accepted energy at each period is the sum of the power generations of all hydro units belonging to the PMHP m. According to the model represented by (3)-(5), the offering model and self-scheduling model are tightly connected since the total production costs C m,t and output p t,i of each hydro unit owned by PMHP m are calculated using the self-scheduling model.
Usually, the RDC scenarios faced by PMHP m at a specific time period are varied. As described in [18] , the optimal offering curve is made up of all the intersection points among the RDC scenarios and the optimal price-quantity pairs, as shown in Fig.3 . Therefore, the optimal offering curve at a specific time period can be determined when the RDC scenarios are given. In this paper, the RDC scenarios for each time period are regarded as known conditions. The methods for generating the RDC scenarios can be seen in [17] , and this is beyond the scope of this paper.
B. SELF-SCHEDULING MODEL
The optimal output p t,i of unit i and minimized total cost C m,t are determined by the self-scheduling model, whose objective is to economically provide the total accepted generations of the PMHP m in the market. To achieve a more realistic and economic scheduling results, the detailed performances of hydro units and management of reservoirs should be carefully considered, especially the effects of crossing the forbidden zones.
The goal of the self-scheduling model is to minimize the total operational costs C m,t , which includes the equivalent generation expenses for water discharges from the reservoir, denoted as C e m,t ; the expenses caused by startup and shutdown, denoted as C s m ; and the expenses in terms of crossing the forbidden zones, denoted as C c m . The objective function is formulated as:
where
Equation (7) defines the total equivalent fees at period t for converting water energy into electricity energy, which is the function of the turbine outflow Q t,i of unit i from the PMHP m at period t. Equation (8) shows that the C s m is calculated by multiplying the total startup and shutdown times over the time horizon with the one-time cost C s . Similarly, the C c m is defined as the multiplication of the total crossing times and the cost C c for crossing once, as formulated in (9) .
The constraints of the self-scheduling model for PMHP m can be classified into reservoir constraints (10)- (19) and unit constraints (20)-(29).
Constraint (10) defines the total amount of water discharge RQ t at period t, comprising the sum of the turbine outflows Q t,i and the spillage w t . Constraint (11) ensures the continuity balance of water, where V t is the water volume at the end of period t and I t is the inflow at period t. Constraint (12) describes the initial value of water volume in the reservoir. The net head H t,i is a function of the fore-bay water level Lu t, the tailrace water level L d t , and penstock head loss h loss t,i . The formulations of L u t , L d t , and h loss t,i are expressed in (14), (15) , and (16), respectively. Constraint (17) defines the requirement on the fore-bay water level for the flood prevention in the flood season or ensuring highly efficient production in the dry season during a single day. Constraint (18) imposes the condition on total water discharge for transport security of the downstream areas. Constraint (19) builds the upper and lower boundaries of the reservoir storage. Constraint (20) is used to ensure that the sum of the power output p t,i from all units equals the accepted offers q m,t of PMHP m in each time period. Constraint (21) describes the relationships between power output p t,i , turbine outflow Q t,i , and net head H t,i . Constraint (22) introduces the hydro turbine efficiency indicating the conversion efficiency from water to electricity, which depends on the turbine outflow Q t,i and net head H t,i . Constraints (23) and (24) establish the upper and lower boundaries on power output p t,i and turbine outflow Q t,i of a unit, where g t,i is a binary variable that is equal to 1 if unit i at period t is online. Constraint (25) depicts the limitations caused by the forbidden zone. Constraints (26) and (27) indicate that the maximum and minimum output are functions of the net head H t,i . Constraints (28) and (29) define the upper boundary and the lower boundary of the forbidden zone as linear functions of the net head, respectively.
The nonlinear reservoir constraints include (14)- (16) . The head effect is the underlying reason for the nonlinearities. The nonlinear unit constraints are (21) and (25) . The forbidden zone constraint disconnects the feasible regions, posing obstacles to using the MILP model for the strategic offering problem when incorporating the impacts of crossing the forbidden zone.
C. SUMMARIZATION OF THE MODEL
By combining (3)-(5) and (6)-(29), the entire strategic offering model is built. The power balance constraint and the cost function are shared by the offering model and the selfscheduling model, which interconnect the two models to become one strategic offering model. 
III. MODELLING THE EFFECT OF CROSSING THE FORBIDDEN ZONE
During the time horizon, the effect of crossing the forbidden zone can be represented as the total crossing times multiplied by the equivalent economic loss of each crossing. Fig.4 shows the forbidden zone of a typical unit from the TGP, in which the shadow area represents the forbidden zone. The boundaries of both the feasible and forbidden zones in Fig.4 are functions of the net head, also as presented in (28) and (29). The small feasible region below the forbidden zone when the net head is lower than 70m can be neglected. For a specific unit, the phenomenon of crossing the forbidden zone is temporally coupled. If the phenomenon of crossing the forbidden zone happens, the operational positions in adjacent periods are located in different feasible regions that are separated by the forbidden zone, as graphically shown in Fig.5 . It is worth noting that the upper and lower boundaries of the forbidden zone in period t and t+1 are different, which is a result of the net head changes. Hence, the head effect is an important factor when modelling the effect of crossing the forbidden zone. To explicitly formulate the effect of crossing the forbidden zone in a MILP way, the quantification of the economic loss and the linearization of the forbidden zone are crucial tasks.
According to the actual unit test results of the TGP, the vibration amplitude that results from crossing the forbidden zone is even greater than that caused by the startup and shutdown. Therefore, in this paper, the economic loss of crossing the forbidden zone is considered to be one half of the cost of the startup and shutdown in this paper.
The discretization of the net head can help linearize the effect of crossing the forbidden zone. The net head variation can be discretized into three successive intervals as shown in Fig.4 . The piecewise points are the intersections of the dashed lines and the horizontal axis. Simultaneously, the feasible regions are divided into four parts, marked as I, II, III, and IV as presented in Fig.4 . Then the boundaries of the feasible region I to IV can be mathematically characterized by a linear function of the net head. To linearly formulate the constraints of the forbidden zone, the discretization of the net head is first formulated in (30)-(32).
Then, the constraints of the forbidden zone are equivalently converted into the linear formulations of the feasible regions, by combining the big M method with the stepwise linear technique, as formulated in in (33)-(35). Among these formulations, the binary variable d t,i,k that indicates the unit operational position is introduced. If the unit output is within the feasible region k, the value of d t,i,k is assigned as 0; otherwise, it is 1. The number of feasible regions is K . k = 1 denotes the feasible region I, and k = 2 denotes the feasible region II, and so on. The logical constraint for d t,i,k is defined in (34). M 1 and M 2 are both positive and infinitely big values. When the operational position is not located in the k th feasible region, d t,i,k = 1, the constraint (33) will be deactivated by the inclusion of M 1 . Conversely, d t,i,k = 0, and the M 1 will have no effect on the constraint (33). Similarly, the actual operational net head interval can be activated by M 2 when v t,i,j = 1 and vice versa.
wherep i,k and p i,k are the upper boundary and the lower boundary of the k th feasible region, respectively. Based on the equivalent linear expression of the forbidden zone (33)-(35), the binary variables d t,i,k that represents for the feasible regions above the forbidden zone are adopted to calculate the crossing times. As mentioned before, the phenomenon of crossing the forbidden zone is temporally coupled because all of the possible operational positions of a unit in two successive periods should be taken into consideration. To count the total crossing times, the feasible regions are classified into two types according to their locations: above or below the forbidden zone, as shown in Fig.4 . The feasible regions I, II, and III are above the forbidden zone and the feasible region IV is below the forbidden zone. If the values of the sum of d t,i,1 , d t,i,2 , d t,i,3 and the sum of d t+1,i,1 , d t+1,i,2 , d t+1,i,3, are different, the phenomenon of crossing the forbidden zone happens, as shown in (36).
Conclusively, the formulations in (36) can be summarized as the compact expression (37) for total crossing times during the time horizon.
Therefore, the nonlinearity of objective function (6) caused by the effect of crossing the forbidden zone can be handled in the linear form. The head effects are also taken into account. Generally, the feasible regions of most hydro units can be divided into two kinds, above and below the forbidden zone. Therefore, the equation (37) can be universally adopted for addressing problems that incorporates the effect of crossing the forbidden zone.
IV. PROCESSING OF THE STRATEGIC OFFERING MODEL A. LINEARIZATION OF THE RESIDUAL DEMAND CURVE
The linear expression of the RDC can provide an alternative formulation for (3), as shown in (38)-(41).
where u s,t is a binary variable and b s,t is a continuous variable. Notably, b s,t is an incremental variable for the total accepted production q m,t . θ s,t is the lower boundary for production of segment s from the RDC, as shown in Fig.2 . Formulation (38) is the linear expression of (3). Constraint (39) formulates the accepted quantity q m,t of PMHP m at each period as a linear function of variables b s,t and u s,t . VOLUME 8, 2020 (3), which means the linearization is exact.
According to Fig.3 , several RDC scenarios are necessary to formulate the optimal offering curve since the offering curve is composed of pairs (q m,t , λ t ). The offering curve is monotonically nondecreasing, which can be achieved by defining constraints based on the RDC scenarios. These constraints are formulated in (43)-(46). In these conditions, ω and ω represent different scenarios. M 3 and M 4 are positive infinities. δ ωω , t is binary variable, which links the offers in period t for scenarios ω and ω . Constraints (43) and (45) are activated when δ ωω , t is 0. Conversely, if δ ωω , t is 1, constraints (44) and (46) are activated. 
The formulations (46)-(48) are linearized by the piecewise linearization method proposed in [24] .
In the dry season, the fore-bay water level is initialized at 175m and the allowable variation range, as expressed in (17), is ±1m during a single day. Considering the transport security constraint in (18) , the lower boundary and upper boundary for the water discharge RQ t in the TGP is 3200m 3 /s and 45000 m 3 /s, respectively. During the dry season, the abandoned water should be avoided. Therefore, the total water discharge therefore is much less than 45000 m 3 /s. According to the practical operation data of the TGP, the maximum variation interval of the net head is [104, 110] . The penstock head loss may impose a 0.5 m error, which may be canceled out since a large number of units are operating in the system.
C. LINEARIZATION OF THE UNIT PERFORMANCE CURVE
An explicit expression of (21) that describes the performance of unit output power is shown in (50), which is a threedimensional function.
The unit performance can be represented by a set of linear curves with different net heads, as pictured in Fig.6 . As analyzed in Section IV, B, the maximum variation interval of the net head is [104, 110] during a single day in the dry season. The unit performance curves are close to each other when the net head varies from 104m to 110m. Therefore, the relationship between the output power and the turbine outflows within the net head interval [104, 110] can be simplified as one linear formulation (52). The values of the coefficients a pQ and b pQ in (52) are 0.8337 and 112.7, respectively.
By substituting the nonlinear formulations with the linearized formulations, the MILP model for the strategic offering problem is completed. The problem can be efficiently approached with the use of commercial solver, such as the CPLEX. 
D. REDUCTION OF THE RDC SCENARIOS
For PMHP m, it is faced with n r t RDC scenarios within one time period t. During the time horizon, there are a total of n r 1 × n r 2 × . . . × n r T RDC scenarios. The massive amount of RDC scenarios will absolutely increase the computational burden. Another problem includes the fact that an RDC is composed of multi segments. A large amount of variables are needed to represent an RDC, which gives rise to the computational burden. To handle these issues, the brief characterization of an RDC scenario is first presented based on its economical characteristics. As pictured in Fig.7 , the RDC can be approximated by a linear curve, with slope (denoted as SLP in Fig.7 ), intercept (denoted as ITC in Fig.7) , and boundaries (denoted as MAX and MIN in Fig.7, respectively) . Economically, the slope represents the market power, and depends on the market share of the PMHP, which can be deemed as constant in the short run. The intercept reveals the supplydemand relationship, which is time-varied. The boundaries are changed with the intercept. Therefore, the intercept can be employed to briefly characterize an RDC. With this brief characterization, the massive RDC scenarios can be described with the least variables.
Based on the massive RDC scenarios represented by brief characterizations, the filter distance [25] is adopted to measure the differences among the RDCs, and the fast forward selection method [26] is utilized to reduce the number of the RDC scenarios. The filter distance can take the structure of RDC scenarios into account. The probabilistic distances between the two RDC scenarios are calculated by (51). As seen in (51), only the differences in the same time interval t between the RDC scenarios contribute to the filter distance.
The objective of the fast forward selection method is to select the typical scenarios that minimize the filter distance between the set of selected scenarios and the original set. As shown in left part of Fig.8 , the original scenario set contains several RDC scenarios, represented by the dashed lines. If it is requested that the number of reduced scenarios is N RDC (≥2), the selected scenarios will be picked one by one according to the fast forward selection method. The first selected scenario is represented by the solid line as shown in the middle part of Fig.8 . The average filter distance between the first selected scenario and the rest of scenarios is minimum. For the selection of the second scenario, it should satisfy that the filter distance between the selected scenarios set and the set of nonselected scenarios is the smallest. Continuously, the selection methods for the N RDC (≥2) scenario are the same. The probability of each nonselected scenario is added to its closest selected scenario according to the filter distance.
V. CASE STUDY OF THE TGP
The test case is based on the real-world data from the TGP. Twenty-six hydro units are considered and the unit performance is formulated in Sections 3 and 4. The 26 units can be classified into two types, ALSTOM and VGS. The test results show that the performances of ALSTOM and VGS hydro units are identical. The focus of this case is hourly operation and a total of 24-hour time horizon in the dry season and the net head variation interval is [104, 110] . The linear expressions of the unit and reservoir performances are given in Section 4. The initial water storage is 400×10 8 m 3 . The water inflows I t during the time horizon is invariant, and the value is 20000m 3 /s. The allowable variation interval L u of the fore-bay water level is ±1 m. The expression of equivalent generation expenditures for water discharges in the dry season is given in (51). The cost of startup and shutdown once is $2250. The cost of crossing the forbidden zone once is $1125.
For discrimination, two optimal offering models, Model 1 and Model 2, are compared. Model 1 is utilized in [18] 
A. REDUCTION OF THE RDC SCENARIOS
The RDC scenarios for Model 1 and Model 2 are identical. As stated previously, the massive amount of RDC scenarios is problematic issues. Using the brief characterization for RDC scenarios presented in Section IV, each RDC scenario in a single time period can be approximated by a linear function, in which the intercept ITC can be employed to characterize an RDC. The value of the ITC can be obtained by fitting it with the RDC, which depends on the supply-demand relationship. Each value of the ITC corresponds to a typical stepwise RDC. During a low-demand period, the values of the ITC are relatively small; during a high-demand period, the values of the ITC are relatively big. In this case, the ITC in each time period is assigned with 3 possible values according to the supply-demand relationship. Therefore, the total number of RDC scenarios in a 24-hour time period is 3 24 . For example, 24-hour RDC scenarios that are represented by the ITC are pictured in Fig.9 . The massive RDC scenarios can be reduced as shown in Fig.10 by using the fast forward selection method,.
For each hour, the profiles of the typical RDCs can be determined once the reduced ITCs are available. As for each ITC, it represents a certain amount of RDCs with different piecewise points. By using Euclidean distance, the most representative RDC can be extracted and set as the specific RDC scenario corresponding to the ITC. RDC scenarios in hours 8, 14, and 19 are exemplified here because they represent different supply-demand relationships during a single day, as shown in Fig.11, Fig.12, and Fig.13 , respectively. 
B. COMPARISONS OF THE OFFERING CURVES
Based on the 3 reduced RDC scenarios, shown in Fig.10 , the optimal offering curves can be derived from Model 1 and Model 2, respectively. The CPU time for each scenario is averagely 73 seconds with the gap 10 −5 . The economic profits of the optimal offering curves derived from Model 1 are $8.1809×10 6 , $8.4195×10 6 , and $8.2180 ×10 6 , respectively with the 3 scenarios, With Model 2, the economic profits are $8.1719×10 6 , $8.4703×10 6 , and $8.2907×10 6 , respectively. Notably, Model 2 can provide a more profitable offering strategy than Model 1. In addition, the profits calculated by Model 1 omit the economic loss caused from crossing the forbidden zones, and that means that the actual profits from Model 1 are lesser, as interpreted in TABLE 1. To provide a more specific viewpoint for the differences of offering curves deduced from Model 1 and Model 2, the offering curves in hours 8, 14, and 19 are depicted in Fig.14-Fig.16 . In these figures, the solid lines denote the offering curves from Model 2 and the dashed lines represent for the offering curves from Model 1. It can be seen that the offering curves from Model 2 are higher than those from Model 1. In hour 19, the offering curves from the Model 2 are significantly higher than that from Model 1 when the supplydemand relationship is tight. This phenomenon indicates that the Model 2 encourages the PMHP to lift the offering price for profit-maximization. The main reason for this is that the consideration of the loss from crossing the forbidden zone increases the cost of Model 2 more than that in Model 1 for supplying the same quantity of electricity. The offering strategies should be changed when the costs rise. Therefore, the PMHP can benefit from the offering strategy developed from Model 2 since the method for assessing cost in Model 2 is more practical.
C. COMPARISONS OF THE SELF-SCHEDULING PLANS
The feasibility of the accepted offers depends on the selfscheduling plan. Both Model 1 and Model 2 can map a best offering strategy to an ''optimal'' self-scheduling plan.
To verify the optimality of the self-scheduling from the two models, the actual economic profits, and the overview of the phenomenon of crossing the forbidden zone are investigated and the results are listed in TABLE 1.
As shown in TABLE 1, the total times of all the 26 hydro units for crossing the forbidden zone of Model 1 in scenarios 1, 2, and 3 are 52, 83, and 80, respectively. In marked contrast to Model 1, the total crossing times in the three scenarios are declined to 2, 2, and 2 in Model 2, respectively. Apparently, in Model 2 where the impact of crossing the forbidden zone is considered, the phenomenon of crossing the forbidden zone is effectively prevented. The actual economic profits within the different scenarios in Model 1 are also lower than those in Model 2. The economic profits of the three scenarios in Model 2 exceed that of Model 1 $0.495×10 5 , $1.442×10 5 , and $1.627×10 5 , respectively. In other words, the strategic offering model that incorporates the effect of crossing the forbidden zone will be more profitable for the PMHP under the same offering strategy, when compared with the strategic model that omits this effect.
For a more detailed demonstration of the optimality of selfscheduling plans in terms of the phenomenon of crossing the forbidden zone, the comparative Model results of unit #2, #12, and #22 are visually described in Fig.17-Fig.19 , in which the operational positions with and without the concern of the effect of crossing the forbidden zone during the time horizon are contrasted. In these figures, the shadowed area represents for the forbidden zone. It can be observed that he range of the forbidden zone is time-variant, which is attributable to the head effect. Fig.17(a) , Fig.18(a) , and Fig.19(a) are the results of Model 1, in which the crossing effect is disregarded. Fig.17(b) , Fig.18(b) , and Fig.19(b) are the results of Model 2, in which the crossing effect is considered. By comparing those figures, it can be found that the operational positions in Model 1 cross the forbidden zone repeatedly during the scheduling horizon. The service life of the hydro unit keeps being shortened as the crossing times increase. This phenomenon is successfully avoided in Model 2 as depicted in Fig.17(b) , Fig.18(b) , and Fig.19(b) .
The operational positions of the hydro unit are restricted in a single feasible region during the scheduling horizon as far as possible. Then, the crossing times are limited as to be as few as possible. Therefore, Model 2 can provide an optimal self-scheduling plan for the PMHP.
VI. CONCLUSION
A strategic offering model considering the effect of crossing the forbidden zone is formulated, in order to helping a PMHP economically devising offering strategies. The nonlinearities, such as the forbidden zone constraints and the crossing effects as well as other nonlinearities caused by the head-variation, are linearized and the whole model is equivalently converted into the form of a MILP formulation. To handle the massive amount of RDC scenarios, the fast forward selection method based on briefly characterizing the RDC can efficiently reduce the number of scenarios. A test case based on the real-word data from the TGP is solved. The results demonstrate that the proposed model can effectively reduce the times of a unit crossing the forbidden zone. Therefore, the economic loss is cut and the actual economic profit is improved. The proposed strategic offering method advocates that the offering curves should be higher than that derived from the conventional methods for the sake of profitmaximization. The proposed strategic offering model can not only improve the economic profit but also can provide a more economic scheduling plan for its hydro units in correspondence to the optimal offering strategy. In the new-round market reformation for hydro power, such as the market rules published in Sichuan Province, China, the proposed method is profitable and practical for PMHPs and helps them to adopt the market rules, which can also promote the reformation of the electricity market in China.
